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Here today  
gone tomorrow TODAY.

Today’s consumers want what they want, where they want, when 

they want it. Delivering on these ‘Buy Now, Get Now’ demands 

requires agile and intelligent order fulfillment solutions. At Dematic, 

we design and deliver automated and software technology solutions 

for some of the world’s biggest brands, enabling them to deliver 

faster, better, and cheaper. Allow us to help your tomorrow become 

better, today.

We Optimize Your Supply Chain
Learn More: usinfo@dematic.com or 1-877-725-7500



TAKING STOCK

My inbox is overflowing with invitations for press 

conferences at ProMat. By the time you read this, the 

massive Chicago-based materials handling show will have 

come and gone, and hopefully I will have been able to bring 

back some useful information for those of you who were 

not able to get there yourselves this year.

I’m noticing a lot more activity this time around, with 

probably twice as many invitations as previous years. This 

is good news. It signals healthy demand for new products 

and approaches to material handling challenges.

This may be a result of the continuing surge in e-commerce activity, which is 

causing distribution centres to spring up like mushrooms after a rain all around 

the globe, but particularly in merchandise-hungry North America. 

I think it’s also a product of the intense interest in all things robotic this year.    

This trend was mounting last year, when we went to Modex in Atlanta, but now, 

and especially with the co-location of ProMat with the automation show, Automate 

2017, it’s reaching a fever pitch. 

From automatic guided vehicles, to autonomous robots, to automatic storage 

and retrieval units, and the increasing use of artificial intelligence in warehouse 

applications, the whole field of self-sufficient machines is cracking wide open. 

And I cannot wait to see it all.  

But how much will turn out to be hype and how much will stick? As with many 

over-hyped technological breakthroughs, robotic applications have yet to prove 

they are widely applicable in the materials handling world. It’s great for massive 

enterprises to be able to commit to multi-million or billion-dollar projects that will 

give them automation and the flexibility to grow and shift with business demand. 

But what about automation innovations that smaller companies might be able 

to adopt? I’ll be watching for ideas that can be used in the less massive type of DC 

that is the norm in Canada. A much larger percentage of Canadian warehouses 

are on a more modest scale, and have more modest budgets to match. ProMat is 

sure to offer ideas for these companies as well. 

Big and bold or small and clever, ProMat will have it all, and it will be my pleasure 

to search out some of the most interesting and innovative highlights to share with 

you in our next issue. 

In the meantime, why not share a recent success story from your own business 

experiences? Please drop me a line at emily@newcom.ca with your story idea! 

Rise of the machines 
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Robotics for warehousing and logistics set to boom
By Emily Atkins

Thanks to the increased speed and effi-

ciency required of today’s logistics 

operations, robotic technology is set to boom 

in distribution centres and warehouses.   

The demand for robots and the supply of 

mature robotic solutions for the optimiza-

tion of logistics processes have created a 

tipping point that, according to a new report 

from Tractica, could lead to widespread 

acceptance and presence of robots in ware-

houses and logistics operations. 

Tractica forecasts that worldwide ware-

housing and logistics robot unit shipments 

will increase from 40,000 in 2016 to 620,000 

units annually by 2021. The market intelli-

gence firm estimates that global market 

revenue for the sector reached US$1.9 billion 

in 2016 and anticipates that the market will 

continue to grow rapidly over the next sev-

eral years, reaching a market value of $22.4 

billion by the end of 2021. 

“The warehousing and logistics robot 

market is experiencing strong growth, with 

many prominent companies showing greater 

confidence in new robotics technologies that 

could yield a return on investment (ROI) in 

less time than it took a few years ago,” says 

research analyst Manoj Sahi. “The next five 

years will be a period of significant innova-

tion in the space, bringing significant oppor-

tunities for established industry players and 

startups alike.” 

Sahi adds that mobile robot platforms 

and industrial robot manipulators will be 

the segments that will drive the largest mar-

ket growth during the forecast period, fol-

lowed by shuttle automated storage and 

retrieval systems (AS/RS) and gantry robots. 

As if on cue, a new entrant burst onto the 

mobile platform scene in March, with inVia 

Robotics launching the inVia Dynamic 

Automated Storage and Retrieval System 

(AS/RS). This is the second such release from 

inVia Robotics in less than a year, focused 

on mobile robots in warehousing.

The inVia system delivers existing totes, 

corrugated trays, and more, directly to pick-

ers, packers and replenishers, reducing 

human travel time and risk in warehouse 

aisles. This dynamic system integrates with 

existing operations, resulting in dramatically 

lower up-front costs.

The inVia RMS (Robot Management 

System) connects with any WMS and 

dynamically adjusts its behavior to maintain 

the highest units per hour in the industry, 

resulting in what the company claims is the 

lowest cost per pick and fastest ROI available 

in the market.

“We work closely with our customers to 

understand and provide solutions to the chal-

lenges they face. Increased consumer demand, 

labour shortages and tough competition have 

changed the industry drastically. Fixed auto-

mation solutions with high capital expendi-

tures are no longer cutting it,” said Corwin 

Carson, chief revenue officer at inVia.

It’s just one of many examples of new 

robotics technologies being introduced for 

the distribution centre market in the past 

several years, including Otto Motors, Kiva 

(now Amazon), and Locus, to name only a 

tiny fraction of the launches. 

Tractica’s report, “Warehousing and 

Logistics Robots”, examines the global mar-

ket trends for warehousing and logistics 

robots and provides six-year market sizing 

and forecasts for shipments and revenue 

during the period from 2016 through 2021. 

The report focuses on crucial market driv-

ers and challenges, in addition to assessing 

the most important technology issues that 

will influence market development. In total, 

75 key and emerging industry players are 

profiled. Market forecasts are segmented by 

world region and by robot type.  MM&D

We work closely with our customers to 
understand and provide solutions to the 
challenges they face. Increased consumer 
demand, labour shortages and tough 
competition have changed the industry 
drastically. – CORWIN CARSON, CHIEF REVENUE OFFICER AT INVIA

‘‘
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BENCHMARKS

CLARK Material Handling Company recently 

announced the 2017 recipients of its “Dealer of 

Excellence” awards. CLARK president and CEO 

Dennis Lawrence presented Rob Daniel, presi-

dent of Lift Depot Ltd, with the 2017 CLARK 

New Dealer of the Year Award. Lift Depot Ltd, 

headquartered in London, Ontario, rents, sells 

and leases a wide variety of material handling 

equipment including forklifts (electric, propane 

and diesel), aerial work platforms and personnel 

carriers.

Each year, CLARK selects its top dealers who 

excel in new equipment and aftermarket parts sales, service achieve-

ment, general customer satisfaction and overall dealership operations, 

and awards them with CLARK’s highest honours. The recipients were 

hosted at a special event held at CLARK’s North American head-

quarters in Lexington, Kentucky on February 23, 2017.

The Raymond Corporation’s iWAREHOUSE has been acknowledged 

as a Manufacturing Leadership Awards winner for its outstanding 

achievement in New Smart Product Leadership.

iWAREHOUSE is a fleet management and telematics solution that 

tracks industrial vehicle and operator performance, allowing fleet and 

asset efficiency, warehouse optimization and increased operational 

visibility. 

Frost & Sullivan’s Manufacturing Leadership Awards, now in 

their 13th year, honour manufacturing companies and individual manu-

facturing leaders that are shaping the future of global manufacturing. 

Winning projects and individual manufacturing leaders are chosen by 

a panel of expert judges for results that have delivered clear and 

compelling value, return on investment and other tangible outcomes. 

The 13th annual Manufacturing Leadership Awards Gala will be held 

on the last day of the Manufacturing Leadership Summit, in June 2017.

For the fourth time in a row, Swissport Cargo Services, part of 

Swissport International, has won the 2017 STAT Times Africa Award 

“International Ground Handler of the Year for Cargo Services” at the 

Air Cargo Africa 2017 Conference. Voters from the aviation industry 

honoured Swissport’s commitment to deliver outstanding services 

to its cargo customers.

American Airlines Cargo continues to set new records. Its London 

Heathrow (LHR) team broke a fourth daily record since August of 

2016. The team moved nearly 1.1 million pounds (489,849 kg) of 

freight into and out of LHR, a new record for a single day’s throughput. 

Of that, an impressive 600,000-plus pounds (276,672 kg) of cargo 

was exported from the UK to the US, while imports into Heathrow 

weighed in at almost 475,000 pounds (214,991 kg). 

During the record-breaking day, shipments included temperature-

sensitive commodities like fresh salmon, vegetables and pharma-

ceuticals, as well as some heavy metal industrial forgings. Coming 

into LHR, the team handled various shipments from the US and other 

far-off locations, including lettuce and asparagus, and oil and gas 

equipment destined for Aberdeen and the North Sea oil fields.
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Rob Daniel of  

Lift Depot with  

the award.

Dematic to integrate Retrotech 

Retrotech will become a division of the 

Dematic North America Customer Service 

organization. 

READ MORE HERE: 

http://tinyurl.com/mmd-retrotech

Amazon’s solar ambition 

Amazon plans to generate clean energy by 

installing solar panels on its fulfillment facili-

ties around the world. 

READ MORE HERE: 

http://tinyurl.com/mmd-solar

Lift truck charity 

Stärke Material Handling Group, in cooperation 

with its independent dealership network, has 

launched a new charitable initiative, Stärke 

Kids and Communities. Among the first dealers 

to join the initiative was Lucas Liftruck Service 

Ltd, a local Stärke dealership based out of the 

Niagara Region in Southern Ontario. In coop-

eration with Stärke, Lucas raised an excess of 

$6,000 to donate to local charities. 

READ MORE HERE:

http://tinyurl.com/mmd-starke

Versacold gets fish permission 

VersaCold Logistics Services has received 

approval for 11 of its refrigerated warehousing 

facilities to export fish to the People’s 

Republic of China and six more have been 

approved to export fish to the European 

Union (EU) as of January 2017. 

READ MORE HERE: 

http://tinyurl.com/mmd-versacold

More mobile robots 

Robot manufacturer MiR opened a North 

American office and saw 500 percent growth 

in sales in 2016. A new product launched at 

Automate show is expected to help triple 

sales increases in 2017. 

READ MORE HERE: 

http://tinyurl.com/mmd-robot

UPS tests last-mile drone 

UPS has successfully tested a drone that 

launches from the top of a UPS package car, 

autonomously delivers a package to a home 

and then returns to the vehicle while the 

delivery driver continues along the route to 

make a separate delivery. 

READ MORE HERE: 

http://tinyurl.com/mmd-drone

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT 
Links to stories on our website, www.mmdonline.com
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We make a big deal
over the tiniest items.

Your business doesn’t stop at the border. Neither does Old Dominion. Our focus on premium service 
means every shipment arrives on time and worry free, backed by an on-time record and claims ratio 
that rank among the best in the industry. When shipping to or from the U.S., choose Old Dominion.

Old Dominion Freight Line, the Old Dominion logo, OD Household Services and Helping The World Keep Promises 
are service marks or registered service marks of Old Dominion Freight Line, Inc. All other trademarks and service 
marks identifi ed herein are the intellectual property of their respective owners. © 2017 Old Dominion Freight Line, Inc., 
Thomasville, N.C. All rights reserved.

At-sea transhipping has been exposed as 

an opportunity for illegal fishing prac-

tices and human rights abuses.  

A new report by Oceana uses data released 

by Global Fishing Watch and Oceana’s 

partner SkyTruth to identify likely trans-

shipping hotspots as well as the top countries 

whose vessels were involved in suspected 

rendezvous at sea and the ports they most 

frequently visited. 

Trans-shipping enables fishing vessels to 

remain at sea for extended periods of time. 

Fishing vessels and refrigerated cargo vessels 

rendezvous at sea in order to transfer 

seafood, fuel or supplies. 

While this trans-shipping practice can be 

legal in many cases, it also can facilitate the 

laundering of illegally caught fish, especially 

on the high seas and in waters surrounding 

developing and small island nations with 

insufficient resources to police their waters. 

“The practice of trans-shipping at sea can 

undermine fisheries management, threaten 

food security and facilitate unethical 

activities on our oceans,” said Jacqueline 

Savitz, senior vice president for the United 

States and global fishing watch at Oceana. 

“By avoiding scrutiny at port, captains 

can conceal suspicious activities like illegal 

fishing, human rights abuses and seafood 

fraud. The only way to ensure an end to illicit 

activities on our oceans is to ban trans-

shipping at sea, require vessel tracking for 

all fishing vessels and establish consistent 

seafood catch reporting requirements 

worldwide.” 

Highlights from the report’s findings 

include: 

 Almost 40 percent of all suspected trans-

shipping events occurred on the high seas, 

At-sea trans-shipping open to abuse
beyond national jurisdictions. 

 High densities of suspected trans-shipping 

were revealed in Russia’s Sea of Okhotsk, 

the high-seas waters of the Barents Sea, 

the national waters of Guinea-Bissau and 

immediately outside of the national waters 

of Argentina and Peru. 

 Of the suspected trans-shipping events 

worldwide, 50 percent occurred within 

Russian waters. 

 In 2016, Russian-flagged fishing vessels 

ranked highest for the average number of 

suspected rendezvous per vessel in a 

national fleet. 

 Comoros and Vanuatu, both flag of 

convenience countries, were the second 

and third highest-ranked countries for 

the average number of suspected trans-

shipping events per vessel in a national 

fleet during 2016. 
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For more information, visit odfl .ca or call 1-800-432-6335.

For transborder 
shipments, OD offers: 

• A single point of contact with a local OD shipping expert 
• In-house customs clearance and brokerage services available 24/7
• 100% visibility with door-to-door track and trace
• Complete coverage of the U.S. with direct loading 
   to major markets
• PARS and PAPS pre-clearance that reduces paperwork issues 
   and delays at the border
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 Top ports visited by refrigerated cargo 

vessels engaged in suspected trans-

shipping in 2015 included Vladivostok, 

Russia; Montevideo, Uruguay; Murmansk, 

Russia; and Busan, South Korea among 

others. 

Oceana analyzed a new dataset released 

by its partner SkyTruth and Global Fishing 

Watch, the product of a partnership between 

Oceana, SkyTruth and Google, identifying 

5,065 likely rendezvous of refrigerated cargo 

vessels with the largest commercial fishing 

vessels between 2012 and 2016. 

For a description of the dataset used to 

generate this map, and of the methods 

behind the data, see globalfishingwatch.org 

for SkyTruth and Global Fishing Watch’s 

companion report on the data analysis 

behind trans-shipment. MM&D

 The practice of trans-shipping at sea can undermine  
 fisheries management, threaten food security and 
facilitate unethical activities on our oceans.  – JACQUELINE SAVITZ‘‘
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By MM&D Staff

Tire handling will become increasingly 

automated and AGVs are set to take on 

a larger role in DCs, while more companies 

will turn to integrated warehouse automa-

tion systems. These are the trends that manu-

facturer and integrator of turnkey robotic 

gantry-based order fulfillment and tire-

handling solutions Cimcorp is banking on 

for the next year.  

The tire industry will continue to automate 

both existing and new tire manufacturing 

plants in 2017, Cimcorp predicts. In par-

ticular, tire distribution will take advantage 

of new advancements that have enabled 

systems to handle pallets, bring them into 

automation and then sort them according 

to specific customer orders. This is a huge 

advantage to both existing and new tire 

facilities.   

The materials handling industry is begin-

ning to look at how AGVs can be used along-

side traditional automated systems, such as 

automated storage and retrieval system (AS/

RS) or gantry robots. This is because AGVs 

can assist with automating the intralogistics 

within distribution centres and can be pro-

grammed using software to work seamlessly 

as fleet. AGVs will receive a lot of specific 

attention from warehouse and distribution 

centre operators focused on solutions that 

are easily adaptable and provide flexibility, 

the company said. 

Tires, AGVs and integration

More facilities will look at implementing 

fully integrated solutions and will rely on 

industry experts that can recommend and 

manage the installation of end-to-end solu-

tions in order to increase return on invest-

ment (ROI) and meet industry demands. 

There will be a need for solution providers 

to have a full understanding of their clients’ 

needs and challenges.  

Cimcorp is counting on these trends to 

boost business in 2017, and help to repeat 

the success it saw in 2016 with the opening 

of its first US office. The intralogistics 

automation specialist also plans to hire 

more employees for software development, 

field service and installation support in 

2017. MM&D

Top trends for 2017
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Circular economy will be powered by  
partnerships: panel 

By MM&D Staff

There’s no way to create a circular econ-

omy in a silo, attendees were told at a 

recent panel discussion in Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania.  

Leading consumer goods companies and 

academic leaders came together at the event, 

“Connecting the Dots: Sustainability 

Through a Circular Economy”, to discuss 

the power of collaboration. Sponsored by 

CHEP, in partnership with The Wharton 

School’s Initiative for Global Environmental 

Leadership (IGEL), the event highlighted 

the importance of supply chain collaboration 

for sustainability savings and the creation 

of a circular economy.

“The story told here today is proof that 

working together can be extremely impact-

ful,” said Kim Rumph, president of CHEP 

North America. “And if we look across the 

supply chain in a holistic way, we will dis-

cover that collaborating and sharing ideas 

is making the world a better place.”

CHEP teamed up with IGEL, along with 

Amcor (a packaging manufacturer), PepsiCo, 

Meijer (a grocery retailer) and Nielsen, the 

consumer research company, to discuss how 

supply chain collaboration and innovation 

are helping to create a circular economy that 

will move us more towards zero waste and 

zero emissions. 

Event moderator, Gary Survis, senior fellow 

at IGEL and professor of corporate sustain-

ability at Wharton, told attendees: “There is 

no way to execute on the circular economy as 

a silo—as a single operator. This event is a 

demonstration of the power of partnership.”

A recent study by McKinsey & Company, 

indicates that the consumer goods supply 

chain is fertile ground for both efficiency and 

sustainability savings. McKinsey asserts that 

“each year some $2.6 trillion worth of material 

in fast-moving consumer goods—80 percent 

of the material value—is thrown away and 

never recovered. In a circular economy, more 

of this material would be used again in some 

form. In Europe, the net benefit of applying 

circular-economy principles could be as much 

as €1.8 trillion annually by 2030. Companies 

that successfully design products for a circular 

economy stand to capture considerable value 

and create lasting, rewarding relationships 

with customers.” 

“With $2.1 trillion in consumer goods 

activity each year, we have the responsibility 

as business leaders and as parents to leave 

the world in the best shape possible for our 

children,” Rumph concluded.  MM&D

Left to right: Gary Survis, adjunct professor & 

senior fellow Wharton’s Initiative for Global 

Environmental Leadership (IGEL); Mike 

Graham, senior vice president of supply chain 

& manufacturing, Meijer USA; David Clark, vice 

president of safety environment & sustainabil-

ity, Amcor; Wendy Salomon, vice president, 

Nielsen; Denis Donelon, senior 

GLOBAL FOCUS

Hermes expands logistics operations

Hermes, a logistics service provider in Germany and throughout 

Europe, is giving its entire parcel and distribution network a facelift 

with help from BEUMER Group. Hermes will establish nine new 

logistics centres over the next two years; BEUMER Group has been 

asked to provide six of these logistics centres with sortation and 

distribution technology.

In the four largest locations, BEUMER Group will supply high-

speed sortation systems of type BS 55 – WB/DB with two cross 

belt elements on a carriage; the smaller logistics centres will be 

provided with BS 25 ET tilt-tray sorters. 

The first to be outfitted is the new logistics centre in Bad Rappenau 

near Heilbronn, Germany, which will start operation in mid May, 

2017. The project is scheduled to be completed in 2019. 

Mercedes-Benz renews with CEVA in Brazil

Mercedes-Benz in Brazil is renewing contracts with CEVA. CEVA’s 

services to the car and truck maker are concentrated in the southeast 

region of Brazil. Under the renewed contract, in-house logistics 

services at the customer’s plant in the city of Juiz de Fora, Minas 

Gerais, will be maintained and renewed for an additional three years.

This operation encompasses materials handling, line feeding and 

external warehousing. 

In addition, two new agreements have been reached to extend ele-

ments of the contract for three and five years respectively. CEVA 

will now be responsible for providing interplant transportation at the 

Juiz de Fora plant and also packaging services at the customer’s 

spare parts distribution centre at Campinas, São Paulo.

To meet the new and extended contract CEVA will employ an 

additional team of more than 280 people.

CEVA’s experience over recent years of the existing operation at 

the Juiz de Fora’s plant, combined with its successful partnerships 

for other automotive customers alongside a robust engineering 

process focused on resources optimization and cost reduction were 

decisive factors in increasing the scope of the partnership.
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“Technical knowledge is no longer sufficient to manage a 

business profitably.  A successful manager must also have 
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Trailcon Leasing Inc promoted John Foss to 

executive manager national accounts. Foss 

joined the Trailcon team in 2005 as account 

manager. In his new capacity, Foss will continue 

to service and develop Trailcon’s existing 

accounts, while growing the company’s portfolio 

of major regional and national accounts. An active 

volunteer and industry advocate, Foss is co-chair 

of the Ontario Trucking Association’s NEXT 

GENERATION Leadership Education and Development (LEAD) pro-

gram. He is also a former president and long-time executive board 

member of the Toronto Transportation Club.

The Supply Chain Management Association (SCMA) has appointed 

Christian Alan Buhagiar as president and CEO. Buhagiar comes to 

SCMA from the Institute of Corporate Directors, where he was vice-

president of education. In this role he was responsible for the Institute’s 

governance education and director designation programs, the delivery 

of national events, and strategic and business planning as a member 

of the executive team. In addition, he has a wealth of experience in 

the non-profit, private, academic, and public sectors, including federal 

and provincial politics. He is a recognized governance expert with a 

wealth of board level experience. Buhagiar also served as director of 

research planning, communications and government relations at York 

University.

Livingston International Inc has appointed Daniel McHugh its CEO. 

Most recently, McHugh served as CEO at Southern Air Inc, a US cargo 

airline servicing DHL, the Department of Defense and other leading 

global airlines. Previously he served as CEO of DHL Express Asia. 

Earlier in his tenure at DHL (2005–2007), he served as chief commercial 

officer of DHL Express Asia. McHugh also spent 26 years in the 

international container shipping and logistics industry prior to his 

tenure at DHL, during which time he worked for both American 

President Lines (APL) and Sealand Service.

Danny Di Perna has been appointed vice-president, global sourcing 

for GE Power. Before GE, Di Perna was Pratt & Whitney’s senior 

vice-president of operations, responsible for new product develop-

ment, sourcing, manufacturing, supply chain, supplier quality and 

production engine assembly. He has more than 27 years of experience 

within the aerospace industry, including 24 years with United 

Technologies Corporation. He earned his bachelor’s degree in mechani-

cal engineering from Concordia University and his master’s in business 

administration from McGill University.

BC Ferries has appointed Mark Collins president and CEO. A senior 

marine executive for the past 20 years, Collins’ experience includes 

roles as the president of Rolls Royce Marine Brazil and Italy, and 

vice-president of global technical services, CSL Group. Collins is 

currently vice-president of strategic planning & community engage-

ment at BC Ferries, and was the vice-president, engineering between 

2004 and 2012. He holds an MBA (Transport and Logistics) and a 

Diploma of Technical (Marine) Engineering; has delivered more than 

$1 billion worth of projects on-time and on-budget; and has been a 

Marine Engineer Officer on oil tankers, bulk carriers, container vessels, 

and fishing vessels. BC Ferries engaged an executive search firm to 

conduct a thorough national search following the announcement of 

current president and CEO Mike Corrigan‘s decision to step down 

from his role effective March 31, 2017.

CP has named John Brooks as senior vice-

president and chief marketing officer, effective 

immediately. With more than 20 years in the 

railroading business, Brooks began his career 

with Union Pacific and later helped start I&M Rail 

Link, LLC, which was purchased by the Dakota, 

Minnesota and Eastern Railroad (DM&E) in 2002. 

Brooks was vice-president of marketing at the 

DM&E before it was acquired by CP in 2007. 

Tommy Browning, vice-president sales and marketing, merchandise 

and bulk and Jonathan Wahba, vice-president sales and marketing, 

intermodal and grain with both report directly to Brooks. Browning 

started his rail career with Illinois Central in 1989 and has held a 

number of senior marketing and operations-related roles in his nearly 

three decades in the industry. Wahba, who was most recently COO 

at Kriska Transportation Group, has also held leadership positions at 

Schneider National, CN and Midland Transport.

Three appointments have been made to the board of directors of the 

Buffalo-Fort Erie Public Bridge Authority. They are: Debbie 

Zimmerman, CEO, Grape Growers of Ontario and former regional 

chair and CEO, Regional Municipality of Niagara from St-Catharines; 

Tim Clutterbuck, president and CEO of ASW Steel Inc from Welland, 

Ontario; and Isabel Meharry, CEO of Kerry’s Place Autism Services 

from Toronto, Ontario.

Vicki Warker is the new chief marketing officer for Savi. Warker brings 

more than 20 years of high-tech marketing experience working with 

leading satellite and telecommunications companies. She joins Savi 

from O3b Networks, where she was VP of marketing and played a 

key role in helping the company become the fastest growing satellite 

operator in history prior to the company’s sale to SES. Warker also 

held senior executive positions overseeing product management and 

development, offer development, customer experience and marketing 

for both satellite operator Intelsat and Sprint.

MOVERS + SHAKERS

JOHN FOSS 

JOHN BROOKS 
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Experience, Connections, Opportunities

Are you ready for the rise of the drones? 
By MM&D Staff

From package delivery to props in major 

sporting events, drones are rapidly gain-

ing in practical application. But are enter-

prises prepared for “The Rise of the Drones” 

in their operations? 

That’s the focus of a new white paper and 

global survey available now from global 

technology association ISACA (formerly the 

Information Systems Audit and Control 

Association).   

“The Rise of the Drones” outlines some of 

the potential uses of drone technology in a 

commercial environment, including business 

implications and risk considerations, as well as 

critical questions an enterprise must consider 

before implementing a drone program: 

 What factors must management consider 

before signing off on the implementation 

of a corporate drone program? 

 What questions must be asked to assess 

the far-ranging risks associated with the 

use of drones as a strategic business tool? 

 What policies and procedures must be in 

place before the organization deploys its 

first corporate drone? 

The paper asserts that if an organization 

wishes to remain competitive in today’s 

global marketplace, it will eventually look to 

drones as a competitive tool and embrace all 

that drone technologies have to offer. 

Along with the paper, ISACA polled its global 

membership to gauge the use of and planning 

for drones in their respective organizations. 

Among the findings of that survey: 

 75 percent say security or privacy are their 

biggest concern. 

 65 percent say most organizations that 

would benefit from the use of drones are 

unprepared to address the necessary 

security and privacy requirements. 

 63 percent do not believe their staff has 

sufficient expertise to evaluate security. 

 Just 25 percent believe the benefits of 

drones outweigh the security and privacy 

risks—but an additional 48 percent say 

the benefits will outweigh the risks in the 

future, when those concerns are addressed 

more thoroughly. 

“Rushing to implement drone technology 

without first being properly prepared can 

result in both a legal and financial disaster. 

An uncontrolled drone program can also 

cause significant damage to the organization’s 

reputation,” said Albert Marcella, PhD, author 

of the ISACA paper. “However, with the right 

controls, policies and procedures in place, a 

drone program can offer significant technical 

and competitive advantage.”   MM&D
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While most retailers understand the 

importance of providing a consistently 

positive customer experience, many struggle 

with legacy technology that fails to address 

customer experience (CX) needs for e-com-

merce deliveries. This issue is compounded 

by the desire to invest in innovation without 

sacrificing traditional operational metrics. 

A study examining the importance of (CX) 

in final-mile delivery, and the impact of CX 

on supply chain performance and decision-

making was commissioned by Convey and 

conducted by eft, surveying 200 retail supply 

chain professionals. 

According to Jim Hourigan, COO at 

BuildDirect, who participated in the survey, 

“We want to invest in a situation where if a 

customer orders patio furniture from us 

they’re not thinking about the delivery, 

they’re not thinking about the set-up, they’re 

thinking about the party they’re going to 

have that weekend. We want to invest in the 

types of things to make that experience 

happen.” 

The survey data, coupled with in-depth 

interviews, reveals that: 

Retailers understand the importance of 

the customer experience. More than 83 per-

cent confirm CX is a company-wide goal, 

with nearly 56 percent reporting CX mea-

surement is key to operational decisions. In 

addition, 67 percent say gaining greater 

control of CX is crucial or very important 

to delivery. 

Current technologies are not addressing 

CX needs. Only three percent say current 

systems “fully support efforts to improve the 

customer experience” while more than 66 

percent report existing systems do nothing 

to improve CX. 

Supply chain leaders are integrating cus-

tomer experience into their operations. 

Nearly 72 percent say improving access to 

data for in-transit shipments across customer 

service, operations and logistics teams is 

crucial or very important. Similarly, 70 per-

cent confirm it is either crucial or very 

important to improve “bidirectional com-

munication” with consumers regarding their 

delivery expectations, package tracking and 

resolution of delivery options. Another 70 

percent agree that “the ability to take 

dynamic and proactive action on in-transit 

issues (i.e., re-routing or expediting ship-

ments, communicating efficiently with car-

riers),” is crucial or very important. 

The desire to improve CX is often at odds 

with traditional operational metrics. More 

than 50 percent say reducing costs and improv-

ing margins is still crucial, with another 28 

percent saying it is very important. 

“Based on what we’ve heard from clients 

and others, the future of delivery is less likely 

to look like flying drones and more like the 

service you’d expect from a great concierge,” 

said Rob Taylor, CEO of Convey. “Making 

this a reality means thinking from the out-

side-in about what customers want and 

building that into your business processes 

—so the more transparent, proactive and 

flexible your supply chain is, the better the 

experience will be.”  MM&D

Final-mile customer experience challenging retailers

DONE DEALS

HighJump has acquired RedTail Solution, Inc, a US provider of 

managed cloud service solutions for Electronic Data Interchange 

(EDI) and global data synchronization network (GDSN) to mid-size 

suppliers and manufacturers. The acquisition fuels growth in 

HighJump’s TrueCommerce division in North America with expanded 

services and integrations, including such RedTail offerings as 

AccountMate, Infor VISUAL, and Sage BusinessVision Accounting.

Young’s Market Company has joined the list of Plug Power’s 

customers for its GenKey hydrogen and fuel cell solutions. They will 

power the industrial vehicles at the ditributor’s newly constructed 

DC in Phoenix, Arizona. Young’s operates a fleet of 32 GenDrive-fuel 

cell powered industrial trucks at the facility, which distributes wine, 

spirits and select beverages within Arizona.

Swissport Cargo Services France, a subsidiary of Swissport 

International, will handle cargo at Charles De Gaulle, Lyon and Nice 

for Emirates SkyCargo. The agreement took effect April 1, 2017. It 

covers the complete scope of cargo handling services including full 

freighter and warehouse handling. 

Odyssey Logistics & Technology Corporation has acquired 

AsepTrans, an asset-based food-grade ISO tank transportation, tank 

cleaning and ISO tank depot services company. AsepTrans is the 

only aseptic ISO tank operator in the world and has been developing 

and refining the technology for more than 10 years (aseptic means 

free of any living organism). AsepTrans utilizes a large fleet of super-

insulated and refrigerated ISO tanks. The business and operations 

will merge into the Odyssey FoodTrans LLC unit, doubling both 

Odyssey’s fleet of intermodal ISO tanks dedicated to food-grade 

liquids and its ISO tank chassis fleet. 

KYB Americas has chosen Redwood Logistics (Redwood) as the 

transportation management partner for its North American Aftermarket 

Division. KYB Americas will use Redwood’s transportation manage-

ment system (TMS), logistics integration platform (middleware) and 

technology expertise for business intelligence in its shipping and 

tracking operations. The transportation management agreement 

follows a successful 11-year freight brokerage relationship between 

Redwood and KYB Americas.
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THE 2017 

MM&D AND 
CANADIAN 
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THIRD-PARTY 

LOGISTICS 
SURVEY

BY EMILY ATKINS

This year 63 percent of respondents say their  

company outsources some or all their logistics  

functions and plan to continue doing so. Last year  

that was 67 percent, so there was not a lot of change  

in the marketplace.

What is different: 

Those who have never outsourced and have no  

plans to do so increased dramatically this year, to  

19 percent, up from 2016’s 11 percent. 

On the other hand, there was a drop in the  

numbers who said they have outsourced in the past  

and are not considering doing it again, from  

11 percent in 2016 to eight percent this year.

 Currently outsource some or all 
logistics functions and will 
continue to do so

 Not currently outsourcing but 
considering doing so

 Have outsourced in the past but 
have no plans to outsource in the 
future

 Have outsourced in the past and 
considering doing so again

 Have never outsourced and have 
no immediate plans to do so

OUTSOURCING 
PHILOSOPHY 

63.3%

18.6%

7.6%

4.8%

5.7%

A 
majority of companies do it; and most 

who do see reductions in their costs 

and improvements in service levels.  

But there remains a corps of outsourcing 

skeptics in Canada, who choose to remain 

self-sufficient rather than take what they 

perceive as the risk using a 3PL partner. 

In the following pages, we’ll give you a  

peek at the details of both the love and the 

sometimes lukewarm feelings between 

Canadian third-party providers and their 

clients.
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MAKING THE GRADE 

LOVE
Managing and servicing your account

76% B

77% B+

78% B+

75% B

75% B

74% B

73% B

69% C+

65% C

64% C

64% C

Having regularly scheduled business reviews to 
discuss needs and opportunities

Meeting promises on execution and performance

Reacting quickly to changes or problems

Being price competitive

Understanding the intricacies of your business

Being proactive in communicating changes

Informing you about all the services and product 
lines it offers
Changing their operations to fit with changes in 
your business

Being proactive in seeking ways to grow your 
business

Being proactive in seeking ways to reduce your 
costs

ABOUT THE SPONSOR: 

VersaCold is Canada’s largest 

end-to-end supply chain solutions 

company focused exclusively on 

the handling of temperature 

sensitive products. VersaCold 

delivers a suite of fully integrated 

logistics services through its 

national network of industry leading 

facilities, transportation fleet and 

advanced technologies that set the 

benchmark for accessibility, 

information visualization, real-time 

tracking and inventory manage-

ment. Empowered by its commit-

ment to exceptional service, 

performance driven culture and 

dedicated focus on continuous 

innovation, VersaCold is a trusted 

and valued partner to its clients –  

enabling business strategies and 

revenue growth within highly 

sensitive and regulated environ-

ments. VersaCold is proud to play a 

key role in ensuring the integrity, 

quality and freshness of some of 

North America’s most beloved food 

brands – protecting the health and 

wellness of families from east to 

west coast – through exceptional 

food safety and cold-chain quality 

assurance. 

For more information about 

VersaCold Logistics Services, 

please visit www.versacold.com or 

connect with us on LinkedIn, 

Facebook or Twitter.

Overall, the outsourcing 

biz in Canada got a  

72 average over the  

11 service areas we asked  

respondents to grade.  

In school that’s a solid B grade. 

 We review costs between ownership 
and outsourcing before making 
decisions

 We prefer to own/control functions 
in-house, but will sometimes 
outsource

 We prefer to outsource non- core 
business activities wherever possible

40.6%

          20.2%            
39

.2
% 2017

shiphihip 

nss 

e
siblblble

2016

37.13%

          24.89%         
   

37
.9

7
%

IN THE HOUSE VS OUTSIDE THE BOX 
Companies with a preference for outsourcing non-core activities dropped by 

five percent this year. 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
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THIRD-PARTY LOGISTICS  SURVEY

As usual, the top concern on supply chain 

managers’ minds is cost cutting. This year the 

number who make it their top concern has climbed 

to 46 percent, from last year’s 41 percent. Whether 

you chalk it up to the flat economy, the uncertainty 

over the Trump administration’s trade policies, or 

statistical variation, it seems that cutting costs will 

be the perennial concern keeping you up at night. 

The need to improve customer service again 

comes in second place this year, at 12 percent. And 

needing to improve supply chain management 

execution again was the third largest concern, with 

seven percent. Both these metrics were effectively 

static from 2016 to 2017.

What’s different, however, is the number-four 

concern. Last year, logisticians ranked expanding or 

improving service to international markets their 

fourth highest priority. 

This year it’s the need to keep up with logistics 

software technology (at six percent), followed 

closely by the need to improve supply chain 

management information, with five percent of 

respondents making it their top priority. These  

two challenges are clearly closely linked, and 

respondents are right to be paying attention. 

Technology advances are happening extremely 

quickly, on both the software and hardware sides, 

with Internet of Things options becoming available, 

Big Data and its consequences, not to mention the 

potential for artificial intelligence to manage 

logistics processes. 

 Services currently outsourcing   

 Services envisioned to be  
 outsourced in five years

TOP 10 OUTSOURCING ACTIVITIES 

We asked what activities companies currently outsource. These were the top 10 activities 

out of a list of 26 that received responses. Others that didn’t quite make the top 10 were 

‘freight bill auditing and payment’ at 11 percent; ‘selected manufacturing activities’ at 8 

percent; and, ‘carrier selection’ at 9 percent.

45.9%

 Need to reduce costs

 Need to enhance 
customer service

 Need to improve supply 
chain management 
execution

 Need to keep up with 
logistics software 
technology

 Need to improve supply 
chain management 
(unspecified)

Outbound 
transportation

37%
29% 31%

27%
20% 20%

12% 14%
8% 7%

Shipment 
consolidation/

distribution
Warehousing

Freight 
forwarding

31%32%

Customs 
clearance

Inbound 
transportation

54%58%

Customs 
brokerage

59%73% 20%

Cross-docking

18%

Consulting 
services

12%

Information
technology

11%

MAJOR CHALLENGES 

11.9%

7.6%

4.8%

5.7%
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OUTSOURCING BENEFITS 

Outsourcing skeptics vs believers. Those who don’t believe 

cite the very same metrics as those who do. Our respondents 

tell us costs DO decline, service levels DO increase. 

This year fewer cite costs not going down as their main 

reason for not outsourcing, with a seven-point drop. As 

well, there was less concern about loss of operational 

control this year. However, the number who believe that 

the amount of time and effort would not decline with 

outsourcing grew from eight percent last year to 13 

percent in 2017. 

32.6%

34.7%

9.0%4.9%

1.4%

17.4%

 Logistics costs declined

 Service has improved

 Logistics assets declined

 Average order cycle length 
shortened

 Overall inventories declined

 Other

Insufficient 
level of 

expertise 
available from 

potential 
outsourcing 

providers

Don’t 
believe 
costs 

would be 
reduced

Concerned 
about 
loss of 
control

Logistics 
too 

important 
to outsource

Time/effort 
on logistics 
would not 
decrease

Customer 
complaints 

may 
increase

Service 
levels 

would be 
jeopardized

28.6% 22.9% 21.0% 21.0% 18.1% 13.3% 9.5%

2017

2016
34.41% 30.11% 19.35% 23.66% 19.35% 7.53% 12.9%

CONTINUED ON PAGE 19

WHY WE DON’T OUTSOURCE  



Ensuring the safe transportation of temperature sensitive products across Canada and to and from the USA – 

over 450,000 shipments and 1.1 billion pounds of product per year, to be exact – VersaCold is more than  

Canada’s largest temperature sensitive supply chain solutions company, we are your trusted transportation partner. 

Whether you’re looking to go 3 blocks or 3,000 kilometres, standard or expedited, LTL or TL, domestic or cross border,  

we have you covered. Our exceptional food safety and cold-chain assurance ensures the integrity, quality and freshness 

of your product, and our transportation management system gives you total visibility every step of the way.

Performance 
 Driven

Bigger Fleet. Wider Reach. Broader Possibilities.
Across town or across the continent, we have the fleet, range and technology 

to meet your transportation needs.

WAREHOUSING LTL & TL  
TRANSPORTATION

TRANSPORTATION  
MANAGEMENT & 4PL  

DISTRIBUTOR  
SERVICES

NORTH AMERICA 
TRANSPORTATION

3RD-PARTY  
LOGISTICS (3PL)

Call today for a free consultation. 1-800-563-COLD  /  versacold.com
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THIRD-PARTY LOGISTICS  SURVEY

PROVIDERS: WHY USE MORE THAN ONE?   

Fully 85 percent of respondents report using multiple providers for 

outsourcing activities. 

45.1% 
Ability to serve 

different 
geographic  

areas

15% 
Ability to  

utilize greater  
range of  
expertise

20.3% 
Ability to  

gain greater 
leverage  

on pricing

5.2% 
Ability to  
compare  

service levels

12.4% 
Not overly  
reliant on  
any one  
provider

2% 
Ability to  

utilize different 
technology 
platforms

RESPONDENT INDUSTRIES   

29.5% 
Manufacturing

36.8% 
Service Provider

18.2% 
Distributor

6.6% 
Retail

5.4% 
Wholesale

3.5% 
Public Administration

WHO 
RESPONDED
Here’s a snapshot of some of the 

attributes of our 2017 respondents:

87 percent say they buy or 

influence the purchase of 

transportation and logistics 

services

35 percent say they focus on 

Canada-US in their logistics 

operations.

15.6 percent are domestic only. 

24 percent have global logistics 

responsibilities.

METHODOLOGY
The 2017 survey was fielded to 

MM&D and Canadian Shipper 

readers online between January 16, 

2017 and February 20, 2017 dates. 

The results are based on 259 

responses to 24 questions. 

PERCENTAGE 
OUTSOURCED

23.7%

11.3%
71% to 80% 7.9%

61% to 70% 4.5%

51% to 60% 9%

11

Less than 10%

11% to 20%

10.7% 21% to 30%

6.8% 31% to 40%41% to 50% 6.8%

81% to 90% 6.8%

91% to 100%

12.4%

An interesting dichotomy appeared when we 

asked what percentage of business is outsourced. 

At the high end, only 12.4 percent reported 

using third-party suppliers for 91 to 100 percent 

of their volume. And 24 percent said they 

outsource less than 10 percent. Those who 

outsource up to 50 percent of their business 

make up 59 percent of respondents.
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A very year supply chain management becomes more 

complex due to changing regulations, technology and a 

variety of other factors. This complexity has made it more 

difficult for mid-tier and large-sized companies to oversee every 

element of their supply chain from beginning to end. That is why, 

since the 1970s, we have seen more and more companies rely 

increasingly on 3rd party logistics (3PL) providers to manage 

and support their supply chain.  

In the 3PL survey, you’ll see that there are tremendous 

variations in outsourcing philosophies, strategies and 

executions.  In the end, bringing in experts for some or all 

aspects of your supply chain can help your company be at  

the leading edge of your industry by leveraging the latest 

technologies, best practices, and industry innovations that  

a 3PL can provide. 

3PL is an essential part of the modern supply chain

The business of 3PL can be traced back to the 1970s as a way 

of identifying intermodal marketing companies (IMCs) in 

contracts for the transportation of goods. These IMCs started 

out serving the purpose of intermediaries (what we would call a 

middle man) that would accept shipments from shippers and 

tender them to rail carriers. This function effectively made them 

3rd parties to the relationship—hence the term 3PL. A lot has 

changed since that time, and 3rd party logistics providers have 

grown to offer a variety of customized solutions, technological 

advances, innovations, and best practices that provide clients 

with a true partner for all their logistical needs.

 What has changed?

No longer just an intermediary, 3PL providers have become 

trusted partners that utilize their own specialized assets to 

reduce a company’s capital costs and provide industry 

knowledge to meet specific outsourcing needs. The specialized 

assets available for a customer’s supply chain may include 

dedicated warehousing, transportation, inventory management, 

packaging, and much more. With the expansion of 3PL 

services, we have also seen increased service integration or 

bundling, which reduces costs and builds stronger relationships 

through tailor-made solutions for the client.

These solutions can have the added benefit of providing a 

company with unique growth opportunities. Through the 

understanding of a customer’s unique challenges and goals, 

3PL can provide access to new geographic and product 

markets that would be otherwise difficult to enter without the 

specialized knowledge and expertise of a 3PL provider.

That effectively gets to the core of why 3PL has successfully 

worked for so many businesses over the years. A quality 3PL 

provider works with clients to identify their business goals, 

values, and infrastructure needs. Once identified, the provider 

takes this information and creates innovative solutions that 

enhance the customer’s supply chain and saves them money. 

3PL provides customers with more than cost savings— 

it provides real value

Although beneficial in other areas, when it comes to the supply 

chain for temperature sensitive products specifically, many 

companies are forced to rely on old or even obsolete assets 

because they lack the necessary capital for investment in 

non-core areas of their business. As businesses feel the 

pressure to become leaner to compete in the global market,  

a 3PL provides the answer to companies looking to improve 

efficiencies, reduce expenditures and take advantage of 

innovative processes and technologies they would not be able  

to leverage otherwise.

When you outsource elements of your entire supply chain,  

a trusted 3rd party logistics provider ensures that you can  

you focus on your core business. After all, it is your core 

business that generates revenue, not the logistics surrounding 

the product.

Why is 3PL Essential to the 
Modern Supply Chain?

FROM THE SPONSOR



A 
PLAN 
FOR 
EVERY 
PART
How one automotive supplier is changing the game in material flow
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By MM&D Staff

T
hey started out looking for ways to 

reduce forklift traffic in an attempt 

to streamline operations, but they 

ended up with a comprehensive 

inventory control plan that has seen huge 

reductions in overtime, improved labour 

productivity and a massive drop in expenses.  

As one of the world’s 20 largest suppliers 

and a development partner to the automotive 

industry, MAHLE Filter Systems makes filter 

modules for fuel, oil, and air filtration as well 

as cabin air filters, along with air intake mod-

ules for gasoline and diesel engines, cylinder 

head covers, oil pump systems, oil coolers 

for engine and transmission applications, 

and activated carbon canister modules for 

tank ventilation.

To help meet its growth targets, MAHLE 

needed to increase its competitive edge by 

deploying a logistics excellence program across 

four manufacturing plants around the world. 

The goal was to improve the flow, quality, 

and availability of parts to and from the pro-

duction lines, while minimizing lead-time, 

inventory, and cost across the business. 

Develop the capability within 

MAHLE knew early on that new standards 

for ordering and material replenishment 

would require major changes in the way its 

team operated. 

Weary of stereotypical “pushy” consultant 

approaches, the manufacturer sought a part-

ner that could teach the engineering and 

thinking behind logistics excellence in order 

to build capabilities within its own teams. 

After reviewing its options, MAHLE part-

nered with supply chain and transportation 

management company, LeanCor Supply 

Chain Group, for its practical, people-ori-

ented approach.

“When we started our logistics excellence 

journey, we spent a year finding out what 

we didn’t know,” said Eddie Nelson, logis-

tics excellence specialist at MAHLE’s 

Murfeesboro, Tennessee plant. At that time continued on page 22

we were just focused on reducing forklift 

traffic. We attended industry shows like 

ProMat to help guide us in the right direc-

tion, but needed help understanding our 

baseline for overall improvement. LeanCor 

helped us get us on the right track.”

A holistic approach 

Together, the manufacturer and consultant 

developed a deployment approach to assess 

and transform key processes in four of 

MAHLE’s plants through projects and train-

ing workshops. The structure for these proj-

ects and workshops centred on a Plan For 

Every Part methodology, or “PFEP.” 

A PFEP is a material flow plan that includes 

specific data on every part number coming 

from suppliers and every finished-good SKU 

going to customers. It contains all the infor-

mation necessary to make informed deci-

sions about transportation, packaging, 

inventory, placement, ordering quantities, 

and handling. 
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It is essentially the DNA of all material that 

moves through a manufacturing plant, and it 

stimulates an environment of doing the right 

thing first. A PFEP ensures delivering the right 

part, at the right time, in the right quantity. 

For MAHLE, it became the foundation for 

planning inventory levels, packaging, storage, 

delivery frequency, routes, cell and equip-

ment layout.

“Systematically, the PFEP approach works 

its way backwards from customer all the way 

to supplier. Because of this, we decided to 

nickname the process for developing a PFEP 

the moonwalk approach,” said Ana Bailey, 

consulting director at LeanCor. 

The thinking and work behind the moonwalk 

(named for the famous 1980’s dance) involves 

the team working backwards from the produc-

tion line to collect PFEP data and determine 

strategies for each part, such as: 

 Finished goods inventory and fulfillment 

strategies 

 Material quantity at the line and 

presentation 

 Material replenishment and conveyance 

 Raw material ordering and storage 

strategies 

 Warehouse design 

 Supplier sourcing and inbound logistics

Fast results 

The PFEP workshops and projects led to 

significant returns on investment at all four 

plants. For the plant in Murfreesboro the 

results were quick and remarkable. 

To begin the transition to PFEP in a man-

ageable way, Murfeesboro chose one produc-

tion line for its pilot projects—line “130” that 

makes a carbon canister for a major automo-

tive manufacturer. They chose line 130 due 

to its consistent customer requirements and 

low part number complexity. 

Each part on the Bill of Materials was assigned 

a PFEP part number. By analyzing 90 days of 

customer consumption data, as well as using 

the replenishment rate of one time per shift 

and a service level of 98 percent, they deter-

mined optimal buffer, safety and cycle stock 

levels to right size their inventory. 

Simply by right-sizing line-side inventory 

levels, they freed up 160 square feet of floor 

space and reduced shop floor inventory by 

54 percent. 

Before the pilot projects, the production 

team had ordered whatever materials they 

Left to Right: Team members 

Dee Xiong, Mike Smith, Alex 

Cross, Jeff Clark, Eddie Nelson, 

Bud Souvannaraj.

Bin tags with min-max
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wanted, when they wanted them—without 

a plan and in constant fear of running out 

of inventory. Material was disorganized and 

not standardly presented to the point of use 

on the production line. To solve this problem, 

the team designed line-side material racking 

to hold the right amount of inventory for 

optimal replenishment levels. 

“We also noticed the packaging coming in 

from suppliers was too large,” said Jeff Clark, 

operational excellence manager at MAHLE. 

“Some boxes contained 9,000 pieces per box, 

when only 900 were needed per shift. We 

made the decision to pack these pieces in 

smaller bins to save space and to match our 

desired replenishment frequencies.”

Thanks to these small improvements, the 

racking now holds what the team needs for 

replenishment intervals, a visual tag has PFEP 

information, and new colour-coded collapsible 

bins keep them organized. The team now pres-

ents the right amount of material to the line at 

the operator’s point of use. With better con-

tainer management, the line has seen no down-

time for lack of components, and performance 

has improved over five consecutive months. 

“Once we completed the pilots, we knew it 

was a game changer for everyone,” Clark 

said. We’re seeing dramatic results.”

Every key metric for the one production 

line has improved. The team has seen an 

estimated annual savings of $365,000 thus 

far. Labour efficiency has increased by 17 

percent. Overtime has been cut in half.

Bumps in the road

To understand how the operational changes 

were affecting the team, project leaders con-

ducted “gemba” (observational) walks on the 

floor and interviewed key cross-functional 

team members for feedback and suggestions. 

Most team members were excited about the 

improved efficiency in material flow. 

“One team member liked the fixed replen-

ishment frequency, but was nervous about 

running out of inventory with lower stock 

levels,” said Clark. “He is gaining confidence 

in this new system each day.” 

But some feedback wasn’t so positive. 

“When you’re accustomed to a certain cul-

ture, it’s hard to transition to a new way of 

doing things, said Nelson. “Making that shift 

is hard.” 

The receiving warehouse team felt left 

behind with all the changes, as most of the 

efforts had been focused on production line 

efficiency. The newly implemented kitting 

process of moving products from large card-

board boxes to smaller bins had quickly 

expanded to many parts of the operation 

but no additional warehouse labour had been 

added. 

This was starting to impact the normal daily 

work of the warehouse employees. They 

lacked a designated storage location for Line 

130 components and didn’t have a standard 

process for the new kitting expectations. 

Picking time for the line replenishment pro-

cess was long and inefficient. 

To solve this problem, immediate action 

was taken during a gemba walk to balance 

workload in this area and a cross-functional 

kaizen event was scheduled to improve upon 

and create standard work for this new pro-

cess. A kaizen event is attended by the owners 

and operators of a process to make improve-

ments to that process within their scope of 

their responsibilities.  

“Today, our team talks about material in a 

different way. We’re working to keep non-

value added functions away from the produc-

tion employees,” said Nelson. “We talk about 

defects every day and discuss the root causes 

and possible countermeasures. Hearing 

people speak about that terminology is 

rewarding. People feel respected and have 

buy-in.”

“LeanCor gave us the tools in a practical man-

ner,” said Clark. “By having LeanCor come in 

with the moonwalk approach, we’ve all learned 

a lot and the people in our plant are now 

becoming mentors and coaches. It’s been excit-

ing to see the transformation.                                     MM&D

1.Too much inventory.

2. Material at point of use.

3. Right-sized inventory with new racking.

1
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                         By Emily Atkins

A
warehouse or distribution centre 

can be a dangerous place to work, 

especially if basic safety precau-

tions are not followed. 

And even the most dedicated manager or 

worker occasionally needs a reminder of best 

practices and exposure to new equipment 

and options for ensuring a safe workplace.

Two recent events highlighted important 

aspects of warehouse safety. The Warehouse 

Safety Conference produced by Workplace 

Safety and Prevention Services (WSPS) was 

a sold-out full-day event in Mississauga, 

Ontario this February that focused solely on 

warehouse safety. Earlier in February, the 

Cargo Logistics Canada conference in 

Vancouver, BC presented a panel discussion 

on dock safety, moderated by MM&D. 

Prevention is key

Most warehouse injuries are preventable. 

With a proper warehouse assessment that 

focuses on hazards and risks employers can 

identify where the dangers lie and implement 

controls to keep workers safe. 

Typical warehouse hazards include storage 

and racking systems that could collapse if 

installed incorrectly or are damaged; loading 

dock dangers for staff; contact with machin-

ery; pedestrian encounters with moving 

equipment; musculoskeletal disorders due 

to poor ergonomics; transport of dangerous 

goods, and as with any workplace, slips, trips 

and falls. 

The WSPS conference was dedicated to 

educating employers about the best ways to 

ensure the safety of their workers.

“There has been a flurry of growth in the 

warehousing sector over the last few years 

and all indications are it will continue,” said 

Robert Harris, WSPS’s vice-president of 

market strategy. “Growth is good, but it often 

leads to change that can introduce more 

complexities, challenges and risks that 

require innovative solutions. Today is all 

about sharing lessons learned and examining 

best practices for controlling the vast array 

of hazards found in warehouses and distribu-

tion centres.”

Best practices

WSPS conference attendees were treated to 

numerous best practices case studies. Gerard 

Betsch, director of health and safety for Ontario 

at Sobeys shared the grocery retailer’s experi-

ence automating its Vaughan, Ontario DC. 

He described the various challenges faced 

throughout the multi-stage project, including 

managing contractors on site who exhibited 

unacceptably risky behaviours—requiring 

them to be sent home at times—to the risks 

involved in closing down an old facility and 

keeping soon-to-be laid off employees moti-

vated to be safe and follow procedures. 

His lessons-learned bottom line was to secure 

an adequate health and safety budget early on 

in such a project, and guard it jealously; get 

health and safety involved from the outset; 

understand risk and liability; and, understand 

the lifecycle risks in a big project.

Success stories

A panel of presenters from Coca Cola, 

Ingredion and Home Depot shared their 

health and safety success stories. 

Denesh Maharaj from Home Depot 

explained how the company implemented 

dock, rack and waste management 

programs. 

Before starting they had 558 dock doors 

and no trailer restraints in place. After adding 

power chocks, staff are much happier, he said. 

The retailer also introduced stop signs and 

added 75 mirrors at intersections to reinforce 

facility traffic rules and improve visibility. 

They also brought in a zero-waste program, 

with scrubbers to keep the floors clean, and 

multiple waste-sorting stations. “If it’s clean, 

it’s safe, and if it’s safe, it’s productive,” 

Maharaj said. Another benefit he highlighted 

was the reaction of inspectors who told him 

that “perception is reality” in relation to the 

cleanliness of the facilities. 

David Roberts, manager of health and safety 

for Canada at Coca Cola Refreshments, 

shared his company’s top three 2016 safety 

initiatives: Pedestrian safety, yard manage-

ment and dock safety compliance. 

Roberts related how loads had grown over 

the edges of walkways, obscuring vision for 

pedestrians and drivers alike. To get the situ-

ation under control they introduced a nam-

ing competition to have staff choose 

memorable names for different traffic zones 

inside the DC. They also removed unneces-

sary walkways. There’s no need to “invite 

people into areas where they don’t belong,” 

Roberts said.    

Additional control measures introduced in 

the DC to improve situational awareness were 

a cellphone ban and spotlights on forklifts. 

A trailer safety program at the dock doors 

saw the introduction of trailer jack stands 

to prevent tip-overs; new ergonomic chocks 

with long handles to prevent back injuries, 

and make them easier to see in the winter; 

and a visual dock management system with 

indicators to show if it’s safe to enter the 

truck, and glad-hand locks that lock the 

emergency brake on the truck so it cannot 

be driven. 

Employees were engaged to make their 

own video about safe loading and unloading 

practices, which Roberts said was effective 

in getting them involved in the process. 

A weighty challenge

At Ingredion, Gene Ryan, the company’s 

health and safety manager, oversaw improve-

ments to the culture of safety amongst con-

tractor drivers and made changes to improve 

pedestrian safety.

The problem they faced was trucks needing 

to drive across the main pedestrian pathway 

in the yard to get to the weigh scale. After 

performing a vehicle movement assessment, 

involving the health and safety committee 

and the contractors, they realized a second 

WAREHOUSE SAFETY
Recent conferences highlight best practices
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weigh scale was needed. 

It took a strong business case, Ryan said, 

given the expense and significant operational 

changes required, but they got it approved 

and built. The result: A 30 percent improve-

ment in the amount of time drivers are spend-

ing on the Ingredion site. 

They are also working on a security system 

so drivers won’t have to leave their vehicles to 

check in, and take the keys so that trucks can-

not move in the yard without authorization.  

All three panelists highlighted the impor-

tance of engaging the stakeholders in any 

H&S initiative. Maharaj’s advice was to 

ensure buy-in to create sustainable progress. 

Roberts underlined the importance of ensur-

ing engagement by having a good change 

management process and understanding the 

language of your audiences when commu-

nicating, whether it’s about a change, or 

promoting new procedures. Ryan said: “The 

culture is everything. If you don’t have it 

from the top to the person cleaning the floors, 

you aren’t going to get anywhere.”  

At the docks

MM&D also took part in a dock safety panel 

at Cargo Logistics Canada in February. 

Panelists there discussed safety at the loading 

dock, from both the inside and outside of 

the building. 

Greg Laurin, president of Conestoga Cold 

Storage, explained the many measures his 

company takes to ensure their docks are safe 

and secure. These include innovative over-

door pallet storage to keep them up off the 

floor, dehumidification of the dock area to 

mitigate the condensation that forms when 

cold warehouse air mixes with outdoor air 

as the doors open and close, back-up lighting 

on mobile equipment and trailer restraints, 

among others. 

Steve Picco from WP Innova focused on 

the ergonomics of one specific dock door 

task: pallet wrapping. Because of the constant 

twisting, bending and walking backwards, 

manual pallet wrapping can be the cause of 

numerous musculoskeletal injuries. He 

pointed out that by providing a mechanical 

advantage, simple technologies plus proper 

training can eliminate these dock handling 

risks.

Garry Crawford, from the Trucking Safety 

Council of BC, shared his insights into safety 

at the truck-dock interface. He highlighted 

the importance of proper planning, training 

and equipment to ensure a safe working 

environment at your docks. The areas of 

greatest risk, Crawford pointed out, are unex-

pected vehicle movement at the dock, move-

ment throughout the warehouse, and proper 

loading to prevent tip-overs on the road. He 

also highlighted the importance of speaking 

up if conditions are unsafe. 

The final panelist, Michael Reimer of 

Worksafe BC, showed a photo of a truck at 

a loading dock, with two workers. He chal-

lenged the audience to identify the numerous 

risks the two workers were exposed to in the 

situation. It was a fascinating glimpse into 

dangers from excessive noise from equip-

ment, to lack of safety apparel, to improper 

vehicle restraints. His presentation sparked 

a lively discussion amongst the group, and 

highlighted the importance of taking respon-

sibility for your own safety.   MM&D
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By Christian Sivière

W
hen disaster strikes, and your 

cargo is damaged, what 

should you do? 

In a previous issue, we 

explained how cargo insurance works. This 

article will go over the best practices and 

steps to follow when a claim occurs. 

Of course, whether the cargo is covered by 

cargo insurance or not makes a big differ-

ence.  We will look at both instances, whether 

we are covered or not covered, as there are 

commonalities in both cases.

Awareness of the 

coverage 

It may sound surprising 

but it happens every 

now and then that com-

panies are not fully aware 

of the limitations of their 

insurance policy and only dis-

cover them when a claim occurs. 

o
c

p
o step

1

Better to be proactive and if the cargo insur-

ance is under your control, always be aware 

of what our coverage is (Institute Cargo 

Clause A, B or C), if there any limitations, 

deductibles or special conditions, etc. or are 

you covered by your supplier’s insurance, as 

would be the case when you buy using 

Incoterms CIF (Cost Insurance and Freight) 

or CIP (Carriage and Insurance Paid to). 

If it’s the latter, find out ahead of time what 

the policy says, so you can take corrective continued on page 28

action and request better conditions, if nec-

essary, before it’s too late. If your foreign 

supplier has arranged the insurance, the 

certificate should show the name of a claims 

settling agent in Canada, making it possible 

for you to claim locally. 

If you do not take cargo insurance, it means 

you are on your own and you will have to 

claim against the carrier or other responsible 

parties. And in that case, it is important to 
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be aware of the limits of liability of your 

carrier or carriers. They vary according to 

the mode of transport (we outlined them in 

our last article, MM&D January-February 

2017, p26, and online at http://tinyurl.com/

mmd-insurance). 

Receive the goods

We must have a pro-

cess in place to 

inspect the goods 

upon receipt and 

document any dis-

crepancy, or hint of a 

discrepancy between what 

we have ordered and what is being delivered. 

This means noting any shortage, damage 

(to goods or to packaging), sign of repackag-

ing or tampering with the packaging, etc. 

on the delivery receipt. 

If immediate inspection is not feasible or 

practical, always sign the delivery receipt 

with a notation: “subject to subsequent 

unpacking/inspection”.

Notify the carrier 

and other parties

In the event of a 

claim, whether estab-

lished upon receiving 

the goods or after  

subsequent inspection, 

notify the delivering carrier 

and other parties involved (ocean line, airline, 

freight forwarder) and/or potentially respon-

sible. If you are insured, notify your insurance 

agent/broker/underwriter as well. 

This process is sometimes called filing an 

“intent to claim”. It does not have to go into 

great detail or specify any monetary value, 

as this is not the claim itself but an initial, 

necessary step, until you are in a position to 

fully assess the damage and make a valued, 

final claim.

Gather evidence 

and substantiating 

documentation

This is an ongoing 

process, in order to be 

able to prove and 

document the claim 

properly. It involves gath-

ering all the relevant documentation (dock 

receipt, delivery receipt, bill of lading, com-

mercial invoice, packing list, etc.), taking 

pictures, keeping the packaging and any 

other evidence, as well as taking appropriate 

steps to protect the cargo to prevent any 

further damage from occurring.

step
2

How to handle cargo claims 

Incoterms (international commercial 

terms) were first published in 1936 

by the International Chamber of 

Commerce (ICC). Most recently 

updated in 2010, they are a set 

of 11 defined commercial terms 

that guide transactions requiring 

transport. 

The terms are divided into two 

subsections, those applying to any 

form of transport, and those for sea 

and inland waterway transport only. 

Each term is denoted by a three-

letter acronym, and each indicates 

a different set of responsibilities, 

risks and costs for a transaction.

For example, the two terms 

mentioned here are CIF (Cost 

Insurance and Freight) or CIP 

(Carriage and Insurance Paid to). 

UNDERSTANDING INCOTERMS

For more details see the ICC website: http://store.iccwbo.org/incoterms-2

CIF Cost, Insurance and Freight, applies only to sea or inland  

waterway transport.

According to the ICC, it “means that the seller delivers the goods on board 

the vessel or procures the goods already so delivered. The risk of loss of or 

damage to the goods passes when the goods are on board the vessel. The 

seller must contract for and pay the costs and freight necessary to bring the 

goods to the named port of destination. The seller also contracts for insurance 

cover against the buyer’s risk of loss of or damage to the goods during the 

carriage. The buyer should note that under CIF the seller is required to obtain 

insurance only on minimum cover. Should the buyer wish to have more 

insurance protection, it will need either to agree as much expressly with the 

seller or to make its own extra insurance arrangements.”

CIP Carriage And Insurance Paid To applies to all modes.

The ICC describes this Incoterm as follows: “the seller delivers the goods to 

the carrier or another person nominated by the seller at an agreed place (if 

any such place is agreed between parties) and that the seller must contract 

for and pay the costs of carriage necessary to bring the goods to the named 

place of destination. The seller also contracts for insurance cover against the 

buyer’s risk of loss of or damage to the goods during the carriage. The buyer 

should note that under CIP the seller is required to obtain insurance only on 

minimum cover. Should the buyer wish to have more insurance protection, it 

will need either to agree as much expressly with the seller or to make its own 

extra insurance arrangements.”

step
4

step
3
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Inspection

An inspection or offi-

cial survey by an 

accredited surveyor is 

usually required as 

soon as a claim exceeds 

a certain amount, say 

around $1,000. This varies 

depending on the insurance company and 

must be validated case by case. It is standard 

practice for the insured to pay for the survey 

costs and add them to the final claim. 

Speaking of inspection, an important step 

that is sometimes neglected is that you must 

always invite the carrier to inspect the goods 

and come see the damage for themselves. 

This implies making the goods accessible.

Submit the final 

claim

Once we have col-

lected all the relevant 

documentation, 

including the survey 

report, we can submit 

an itemized, valued claim to the insurance 

agent or underwriter. If all has been done 

properly and the claim is legitimate, the 

insurance company pays the claimant with-

out delay. 

They, in turn, claim against the carrier or 

other responsible party. This is not your 

business any more: the insurance pays you 

and gets what it can from the responsible 

party as a second, separate step. 

When paying you, the insurer will want 

you to sign a subrogation receipt, to confirm 

that this is your final claim and to give them 

the right to claim against other parties. This 

is the standard process. Of course, if you did 

not take cargo insurance, you follow pretty 

well the same steps, except you have to fight 

it out directly with the carrier or other 

responsible party.

Additional concerns

There are four more important elements to 

be aware of: freight payment, time bar, ter-

mination of insurance contract, and the 

Himalaya clause.

It may seem odd but the freight costs are 

owed to the carrier, whether the cargo is 

delivered or not. Even if you feel the carrier 

is at fault, you still have to pay the freight 

bill. The freight costs are then either added 

to the claim against the carrier, or ideally 

have been included in the insured value and 

therefore are part of your insurance claim. 

Although you may sometimes feel like with-

holding the freight payment, you should not, 

as it may prejudice the claim.

Whenever there is a claim, you want to act 

promptly, in order to be compensated 

promptly, but you must also be aware of the 

notion of “time bar”. 

What does “time bar” mean? It’s a limit of 

time within which an action must be taken 

and it applies to claims against carriers for 

transit-related damages, shortages and losses. 

The relevant “time bar” depends on the 

mode of transport and is usually determined 

by the applicable rules or Convention and/

or the “law of the land”. For ocean transpor-

tation, under the Hague-Visby rules, you 

step
5

step
5 continued on page 30
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How to handle cargo claims 

have three days to notify the carrier of a claim 

and one year to bring the matter to court. For 

air transportation, under the Montreal 

Convention, you have fourteen days to notify 

the airline of a discrepancy (twenty-one days 

from date of shipment in case of non-delivery) 

and two years to sue. For truck shipments in 

Canada, you usually have ninety days to notify 

the carrier, nine months for non-delivery and 

nine months to sue. 

In the US, it’s a little different. For courier 

companies, it’s not uniform and each com-

pany has its own rules. You can usually find 

these parameters on the front or the back of 

the bill of lading, as part of the “fine print”. 

And if you exceed these time-limits, your 

claim will be “time-barred”, i.e. you will not 

be able to get anything from the carrier. 

Institute Cargo Clauses (ICC) insurance 

contracts themselves don’t usually have an 

actual “time-bar” and merely mention that 

“the assured is expected to act with reason-

able despatch in all circumstances within 

their control”, i.e. you must act promptly.

As per the ICC, coverage is from warehouse 

to warehouse (unless specified otherwise). 

It begins at the point at which transit com-

mences and terminates when the cargo is 

delivered to the final destination, or sixty 

days after discharge, whichever occurs first. 

So if your goods are stuck at the port, for 

any reason, beyond sixty days, make sure 

you get your coverage extended (against an 

additional premium, of course).

An accident on the cruise ship S.S. Himalaya 

and the subsequent legal action by a passenger 

against the master in 1954 gave birth to a legal 

doctrine that still applies today. A Himalaya 

clause is a clause on an ocean bill of lading 

that extends liability limitations which benefit 

the carrier to others who act as agents for the 

carrier, such as stevedores or longshoremen. 

In a nutshell, if a terminal damages your ship-

ment, you cannot go after the terminal directly 

since he is not working for you, but works 

for the carrier.

And don’t settle a claim with a subcontrac-

tor of the main shipping contractor, as it 

may prejudice your claim against the carrier 

or even your cargo insurance claim.

Causes of claims

It can be very useful to have an idea of the 

main causes of cargo claims. The London-

based TT Club published an interesting study 

last year on the top five most costly insurance 

claims made by freight forwarders, logistics 

operators, container shipping lines, ports 

and terminals over a year and these were: 

traffic accidents (16.1 percent), handling 

equipment collisions (13.5 percent), theft 

(12.7 percent), fire (10.5 percent) and cargo 

packing (9.8 percent). 

This study shows that in almost 10 percent 

of cases, damages occur due to inadequate 

packaging. When this is the case, it usually 

voids the insurance coverage and you will 

not be compensated for the loss. Adequate 

packaging and protection of cargo is there-

fore an essential element of risk management 

and one to which a prudent merchant should 

pay very close attention. MM&D
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By Emily Atkins

F
inning Canada has a rich history, cul-

ture and legacy of success gained over 

80 years. 

Finning International Inc is the world’s 

largest Caterpillar dealer delivering unri-

valled service to customers in mining, con-

struction, power systems and forestry for 

over 80 years. Finning (Canada) is the largest 

division of Finning International Inc. 

Headquartered in Edmonton, Alberta, 

Finning (Canada) sells, rents and provides 

customer support services for Caterpillar 

equipment and engines in British Columbia, 

Yukon, Alberta, Saskatchewan, the Northwest 

Territories, and a portion of Nunavut. 

The company has upwards of 50 ware-

houses and branches for parts stocking, 

including six fully equipped distribution 

centres. Finning Canada’s portfolio of spare 

parts numbers is over 400,000 unique SKUs.

As a Caterpillar dealer, Finning Canada 

historically relied on Caterpillar for its ERP 

(Enterprise Resource Planning) system and 

Dealer Business System. As Caterpillar 

decided to shift away from ERP, dealers were 

left to find their own ERP systems. 

Finning Canada started implementing a 

new ERP in 2008. After three-plus years of 

implementation work, the dealer launched 

its new ERP on July 4, 2011. 

A litany of issues

Post go-live, the company experienced imple-

mentation issues across the parts supply 

planning, warehousing and distribution 

operations. 

Training on the new ERP system was lim-

ited across supply chain areas. Warehouse 

employees weren’t up to date on using the 

system, accompanying new warehousing 

processes and use of radio-frequency guns. 

The physical supply chain was out of sync 

with the transactional supply chain and data 

in the ERP. Incorrect parts were being 

ordered and purchased from Caterpillar and 

showing up in the wrong locations. 

Service shops and technicians spent days 

waiting for the right parts to arrive for repair 

work. The margins on service shop work 

orders shrank. Freight costs, emergency ship-

ping costs and unwanted excess inventory 

expenses escalated to an all-time high. continued on page 33

Customers also waited for days to get the 

right parts, so customer satisfaction and the 

comany’s Net Promoter Score plunged to 

below 45 percent. There were millions of 

dollars of lost revenue opportunity. 

Once in the top five Caterpillar dealers of 

North America, Finning Canada sank to the 

bottom among 55 North American dealer-

ships. Worst-case scenarios had become a 

reality. Employees, customers, shareholders 

and Caterpillar itself all shared the pain.

Recognizing the problems

Yogi Suryawanshi, a supply chain operations 

specialist with a consulting and turanaoround 

background, joined Finning Canada in July 

2013 as general manager parts supply chain. 

It was two years after the ERP go-live date 

and ERP and supply chain performance 

issues were continuing, and visible, although 

there had been some small improvements 

since go-live. 

Suryawanshi’s primary task was to turn 

around the supply chain performance by 

closing operational gaps and improving 

How 
Finning 
Canada 

recovered 
from an 

ERP 
implementation 

failure
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overall customer experience. The team had 

no idea how bad the situation was, although 

some team members had lived the pain. 

Through assessment, it was realized that 

the problems had extended well beyond the 

poorly executed ERP implementation, 

spanning across processes, people and 

technology.

“Supply chain operations had become 

complex and costly,” Suryawanshi says. 

“Moreover, these operations were internally 

focused, instead of customer focused. We 

faced workarounds and local best 

practices.” 

It is well understood in the equipment 

dealership business that the highest margin 

activity is aftermarket support—parts and 

service.

Finding the levers

Suryawanshi and his team began searching 

for what he calls “the critical levers that would 

get us out of this crisis situation.” Every aspect 

of supply chain was up for review: strategy, 

structure, people, process and technology. 

“Dealing with a turnaround situation is like 

building an airplane, flying the plane, serving 

the people on the plane while going fast and 

without crashing it— all at once,” he says. 

“And you don’t have much time to do i—the 

most important factor.” 

Suryawanshi had to assemble a new team 

of diverse and talented people with right skills 

and competencies. 

“If you put the right people in the right 

seats first, everything follows naturally. We 

redefined the strategy, reorganized the teams 

and fundamentally reengineered supply 

chain processes and operations,” he notes. 

“The approach was customer-centric, out-

side-in, and focused on closing all customer-

facing gaps first and then followed by critical 

internal processes.”

Short time lines

The team had six months to get critical pro-

cesses and operations in order. After that 

they were able to switch the gears from turn-

around mode and drive sustainable step 

changes, through a two-year supply chain 

transformation program.

Finning Canada implemented over 50 opti-

mization initiatives focusing on inventory 

management, purchasing, warehousing, 

transportation, sales and operations plan-

ning, network optimization, supply chain 

analytics and technology enhancements. 

“We centralized all core supply chain pro-

cesses and inventory management, simplified 

and optimized the network, reduced distribu-

tion routes and touches, and increased direct 

shipments to customers,” Suryawanshi says. 

To get there they automated key manual 

processes, rolled out new policies and tech-

nology enhancements critical for customer 

experience. In all, it took about two years to 

stabilize key supply chain processes and 

operations.

Caterpillar was a committed partner in this 

effort. Finning Canada and Caterpillar 

worked together to align their respective 

supply chains, as well as the parts-stocking 

strategies and transportation network 

between their DCs. Finning Canada was able 

to reduce the inbound lead time for parts 

from seven days to two days, through better 

integration with Caterpillar’s DC in Spokane, 

Washington. 

Results

“Finning Canada’s supply chain went from 

being viewed as a back-end function to one 

that was considered critical to competitive 

advantage, customer satisfaction and 

profitability,” says Suryawanshi. 

“For the customers, machine uptime is 

critical, so higher aftermarket product 

support and parts availability is essential for 

dealership growth and customer satisfaction.”

Change in company-wide attitudes led to 

changes in service levels for parts. The same-

day fill rate for parts rose from 66 percent to 

88 percent. Emergency shipments fell from 

54 percent to 24 percent. Parts stock turns 

rose from three to nine a year. 

Customer satisfaction climbed from 44 

percent at the time of the ERP failure to 78 

percent. Financial savings from initiatives 

amounted to some $38.2 million in costs and 

$134 million in working capital benefit. Parts 

revenue grew by over $150 million. 

Additionally, unquantified gains in pro-

ductivity, time and resources were realized, 

Suryawanshi says.

The key to this turnaround and transforma-

tion success was a clear strategy, solid execu-

tion and sustainment of changes and benefits. 

“The essence of strategy is in choosing what 

not to do and keeping it simple,” he adds. 

“Transformation is all about strategy execu-

tion, the people and the doing—not the talk-

ing, the theory. Even a perfect strategy is only 

as good as its execution.”

The future

The company is now executing a second 

business transformation, this time focusing 

on heavy equipment. The objective is to 

improve the end-to-end order-to-delivery 

cycle, resulting in improved profitability and 

customer experience. 

This transformation is half-way through 

the execution and has already achieved over 

$175 million in working capital benefits. 

Suryawanshi is relishing the challenge: “As 

a supply-chain professional, you always want 

to go for the next leg of the journey. Game 

on.”  MM&D

A SUPPLY CHAIN TURNAROUND continued from page 31

The Finning Parts Supply Chain Team who led 

the turnaround. From the left; Omar Nef, Brett 

Knutson, Yogi Suryawanshi, Pavan Pappu, 

Michael Fradgley, Caryn Christensen. 

Absent: Tony Foat, Sue Sangha, Derek 

Polman, and Christian Lenkenhoff.





A vocation as risk-sensitive as truck driving should 

be deemed a skilled trade, with a standardized 

and professionally developed training program to 

enhance the skill set of the Class AZ or Class 1 licenced 

driver in Canada. 

The industry and the Ontario Ministry of 

Transportation now have a better handle on fixing the 

skill development and trade designation process of 

truck driving. Mandatory Entry Level Training now 

initiated for summer 2017 will begin the process of 

identifying the role of the truck driver as a skilled trade.  

If the job title ‘truck driver’ is not part of the list of 

skilled trades, no funding programs can be offered for 

skills enhancement, foreign workers or grants for train-

ing. With all the efforts toward researching the extent 

of the truck driver shortage and statistics of attrition, 

demographics, aging workforce, lack of good wages 

and the like, more effort should be placed on raising 

the profile of the job. 

The problem with the truck driver profile also stems 

from the cross-section of training schools, both good 

and bad, that work with new students to bring them 

up to speed to pass the Ministry of Transportation 

driver on-road test. Quality schools produce quality 

drivers and professional trucking companies train 

professional drivers. 

But there are questionable operators, and that brings 

down the reputation of all in the industry. When the 

government agencies, trucking associations, trucking 

fleets and truck driver training schools finally connected, 

the serious knowledge and standards gap between what 

is taught and what is expected was made clear. 

A program to better control driver education and 

the licencing process was developed to improve the 

quality and skill level of new entries to the trade. The 

mandate was adopted by the Truck Training Schools 

Association of Ontario (TTSAO) to apply a curriculum 

that is standardized and consistent across all of the 

accredited training institutions. 

As with most skilled trades, continuous learning 

should be a mandatory component of truck driving, 

with evaluations to determine competency at regular 

intervals. Most trucking companies will cite cost as a 

major deterrent to embracing a driver development 

program, but when we consider the damages, perfor-

mance failures and risks, companies need to recognize 

that investing in safety always pays off.  

Driver safety meetings have always been necessary 

for both the company and drivers, but with hit-and-

miss results in terms of improved performance. That 

doesn’t mean learning cannot take place, but perhaps 

the approach to facilitating learning is part of the 

problem. 

You might think that the last thing a trucker wants 

to do is sit in a classroom to learn more about rules of 

the road, hours of service, vehicle inspection expecta-

tions and safe driving…and you’d be right! Back in 

the early 2000s most truck drivers were given annual 

or more frequent safety training in a classroom with 

coffee and donuts and a lot of grumbling. While the 

meetings might have been mandatory and drivers were 

paid to attend, there was not a lot of measurement of 

comprehension of the material being taught.

No one is saying truck drivers don’t want to learn 

how to be safe on the road. But what truck drivers 

don’t want is to have their valuable off-duty, non-

driving time eaten up by classroom training that does 

not reflect the range of skill levels in the driver pool. 

The good news is that online learning is available 

and now—even in the trucking industry—with mobile 

apps, anytime, anywhere. E-learning is now available 

that is designed for truck drivers and customized to 

meet the specific market demands that professionals 

in the trucking industry are aiming to meet; better 

Carrier Safety Rating, fewer violations, reduced 

Insurance premiums, better fleet operation and protec-

tion and ultimately safer drivers and less risk.

Where old-style in-class training might have covered 

most of the material, the need to target the section of 

drivers who were more apt to get traffic offences and 

cause grief for fleet owners was missed.   

Trucking is a business that suffers a tremendous 

problem with rates and risks. Insurance providers and  

the government transportation authority know the 

results of trucking firms that cut corners in safety, 

based on the collision and incident events related to 

fleet, driver and work environment. 

Now with more access to information, social media 

gives us all access to carriers’ safety ratings and disaster 

events with fleets. With so many vehicles on the road, 

we all have a heightened awareness of the risks of 

operating poor quality trucks and hiring poorly quali-

fied truck drivers. 

For companies that are serious about running a safe 

operation with fleets and drivers, safety training and 

driver screening must be first priority. When loss 

ratios improve, everyone wins: trucking companies, 

insurers, employees, clients and the public.  MM&D
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A very long time ago I made a decision that gave 

me skills which have been useful throughout my 

life. In grade 10 I decided to take an elective course 

in typing. 

No, it was not because I saw the future, but because 

the class had a couple of girls I was interested in.

I got horrible marks and I barely passed, but it gave 

me a skill that I have used ever since. When the per-

sonal computer came along I looked like a genius. 

From an office work perspective it meant I could work 

directly without the help of a secretary.  

This was because personal computers used a graphi-

cal user interface (GUI), which meant you could use 

a mouse to point at items on screen and click to activate 

them. In the early 1980’s we started our use of key-

boards to interface with computers, a practice which 

continues to this day. 

Of course there were a number of key software 

interfaces developed by companies like Microsoft. I 

even had the fortune to view from the inside, when I 

designed a warehouse for them 25 years ago, pre-

Windows time.    

From a warehouse management perspective, mobile 

computing, combined with wireless technology gives 

you the essential hardware support for today’s ware-

house management technology. 

More recently, software has augmented this with 

text to voice capability.  

“Open the pod bay doors, HAL “    

Sci-fi movie ‘2001 A Space Odyssey’ may have given 

us a glimpse of the future with its portrayal of the 

“HAL 9000” computer. HAL (short for (Heuristically 

programmed ALgorithmic computer) eliminated the 

need for a keyboard interface with computers because 

of its superior interactive voice capabilities and arti-

ficial inteligence. It was enabled with voice recognition 

and speech as well as other qualities like lip reading.     

This leads us to the question: Are we now entering 

into an era were we can eliminate the keyboard? From 

a warehousing perspective “hands free” is certainly 

attractive. 

The first programming hurdle was voice recogni-
tion—the ability for the software to understand voices, 

including accented ones.  

The next stage in building a functional voice recogni-

tion system is the need to develop software that can 

respond to speech commands in a reasonable way. Point 

and click has proven durable as a means of communica-

tion with computers largely because it is not subject to 

interpretation. Because it’s mechanical it can be binary, 

and perfectly suited to a software environment.  

The nuance of being human

But interpreting the many nuances of language, with 

its multiple meanings, has proven much more difficult. 

Language was not invented to talk to computers and 

as a result is often not precise enough for the computer 

to use. Computers have tremendous number crunch-

ing power, but they need to be precisely directed how 

to employ that power.   

Part of the problem is that for human-to-human 

communication, language is just one of several senses 

that come into play. Other examples include sight, 

touch, smell etc. The augmentation of these comple-

mentary means of communication makes the need 

for precise verbal communication less necessary.  

The challenge can be illustrated by imagining you 

are talking to a blind person when you communicate 

with a computer. Without sight allowing understand-

ing of body language or for gaps in the verbiage, more 

precise communication is necessary.  

Fortunately increasing use of machine learning is 

overcoming many of the earlier hurdles and provides 

a means to let computers respond to speech commands 

in a meaningful way. Thus functionally we have the 

evolving capability to turn voice into text and then to 

understand it.          

Coming soon to a warehouse near you? 

To facilitate this process many of the main computer 

suppliers are using virtual assistants (commonly Called 

‘Bots’) to facilitate this process. It’s the beginning of 

artificial intelligence at work. 

Instead of opening your browser and pointing and 

clicking to Google, we will ask our virtual assistant. 

These virtual assistants have several trademarked 

names. Apple has Siri, Google has Google Now and 

Microsoft has Cortana.  

In the warehouse the next step is for WMS suppliers 

to take one of these virtual assistants and customize 

it for the warehouse environment.   MM&D

Dave Luton
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Deception always has a cost, and this certainly 

applies to the hiring and selection of new 

employees. 

As a recruiter I’m involved with hundreds of people 

throughout the year who are actively seeking employ-

ment. I also work with a large number of clients who 

are looking to fill important roles within their 

companies. 

It’s my job not only to find outstanding people who 

are well suited to the specific roles we are sourcing, 

but also to ensure the truth is told throughout the 

process so the outcome can be a win-win.

Unfortunately there are lots of jobseekers who aren’t 

determined to be completely honest and transparent. 

I’m not referring to the basics like outright lying on 

a résumé. I’m talking about people who don’t have a 

strong sense of what their real skill sets are, what their 

work ethic looks like and the kind of culture they 

would thrive in.

My advice for potential employees is the old axiom 

“Know thyself.” As an example, I recently met with a 

sales representative who responded to our advertise-

ment for a “hunter” for one of our transportation 

clients. 

We clearly described the role as one that involved 

a substantial amount of cold calling and business 

development that would be done through research 

and lots of knocking on doors. To be sure, it’s a tough 

assignment and not for the faint of heart. 

Well, while this individual had a good track record 

in a sales role, the vast majority of her work had been 

in a “farming” sales function working with her employ-

er’s already active clients. This is an essential part of 

the sales process but a far cry from what it takes to be 

a “hunter” day in and day out. 

When I pressed her on this she wasn’t willing to see 

the distinction and suggested she’d be just fine and 

would enjoy the role. Either she couldn’t perceive the 

difference, or just didn’t want to see the truth, and I 

could predict nothing but disaster if we moved her 

forward.

Knowing thyself requires a willingness to look inside 

and listen to feedback. Feedback can come from friends 

who are willing to be honest, coworkers and perhaps 

most importantly, mentors who are farther along in 

their careers and willing to tell the truth. 

The good news is: If we are willing to pursue the 

truth about our skill sets and strengths, along with 

our weaknesses, we really can find places where our 

efforts are maximized and our job satisfaction is 

outstanding.

Of course there’s another side to telling the truth 

when it comes to the hiring process. Occasionally I 

will meet with a potential client who isn’t willing to 

be forthright about the job responsibilities or the 

culture of their company. 

A case in point: I recently met with a small business 

owner looking to hire a general manager to essentially 

replace him in the business. The job requirements 

that he laid out were clear and concise, but I suspected 

he was unwilling to be totally honest about the work 

ethic he was looking for. 

Given that he put in nearly 80 hours a week, I pushed 

him on the kind of expectation he would have for his 

new general manager. He insisted that a normal work 

week would be just fine. I pressed on with more ques-

tions and he finally admitted he would be totally 

dissatisfied with someone who regularly went home 

at 6 o’clock. 

It took a while, but we got to the truth and it allowed 

me to look for a person who was ready and willing to 

accept these responsibilities and the actual position 

he was offering. 

Most satisfying to me is that I’m regularly involved 

with recruitment processes that are focused on the 

“whole truth” from the beginning. Very often, I deal 

with employees who present their backgrounds accu-

rately and—just as importantly—understand their 

long-term goals as well as their limitations and areas 

where they need to improve. 

Imagine a prospective employee like this meeting 

with an employer who lays out the job requirements 

accurately and thoughtfully describes the company’s 

culture and overall expectations. This combination 

leads to great success for everyone involved. 

It takes more work on everyone’s part, and can 

definitely involve hearing some things that may be 

hard to accept at first, but some short-term pain abso-

lutely leads to long-term gain.  MM&D

Tell the truth or everyone loses
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